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Kubernetes is the platform for building 
distributed systems!

- Resource management

- Solid scheduler

- Automatic process distribution/scaling

- Built-in fault tolerance

- Available Stream of cluster events

- Distributed datastore for state and synchronization

- Infrastructure primitives

- Storage, networking, access control, etc



Controllers

- State-of-the-art for building distributed apps in K8s

- Interact with the Kubernetes API server 

- Control loop to synchronize cluster states

- Proven abstraction used extensively in Kubernetes

But…
- Designed to extend Kubernetes itself 

- Exposes large API surfaces (many structural concerns)

- Require knowledge of Kubernetes internals

Desired state

Actual state



Operators

- Hides raw complexities of controllers

- Used to build native K8s applications

- Automates runtime application management

- Powerful abstraction over K8s API

But…
- Still leaves large API surface area to reason about as 

a developer

- Requires knowledge of K8s API and operator API



What I Want...

As a developer, who wants to create native distributed 

systems on top of Kubernetes, I want:

- A smaller API surface easier to reason about

- Complete abstraction of inner workings of Kubernetes

- No assumption about K8s API knowledge

Something as opinionated as `kubectl run` but in a 

programmatic API form.



My experiment...

- A simpler API with event-driven interface

- Leverages existing K8s API objects and resources

- Uses a split design

- Coordinator - Launches/coordinates/monitors 

worker processes

- Worker - implements application logic for 

distributed app

- Inspired by actor-like distributed systems
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The Coordinator



The Coordinator
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Create coordinator



The Coordinator

2

Define callback function(s)



The Coordinator

3

Apply cluster operation



The Coordinator
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Run the coordinator



The Worker
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Deployment



Running the Application

Coordinator pod

Worker pod



More to come

Currently PoC on my laptop

Open source project by KubeCon NA

Expose more functionalities and primitives

- Services

- Storage

- Scheduling

- Leader election

- Etc
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